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Introduction

The Preceptorship on Clinical Management of Thalassaemia constituted part of TIF ‘s Educational Programme, Organised by Thalassaemia International Federation in the Children’s Hospital of Rabat Moroccco in 08-.12 april 2019 with collaboration of Pr M.Khattab, 

And the cooperation of Pr A.EL Bashlawy.

And our Participation from Algeria Pr A.Djenouni &Dr H.Dahmani

Our goals in this Preceptorship as mentioned by TIF was achieved with success and a great enthousiam with active participation of many doctors from the Children’s Hospital of Rabat.

We have conducted several local visits in the various laboratories at the University Hospital of Rabat and the Institute of Health and also visited the National & Regional Blood Bank of Rabat;

Without forgetting the wonderful experience with Moroccan thalassaemia patients during our training.
MONDAY 08 April 2019 // INTRODUCTORY DAY – THE DIAGNOSIS OF THALASSAEMIA

10.30-11.00: Visit of the Central Laboratory in” Ibn Sina” University Hospital, Rabat, Morocco (see picture 1 and 2)

11.00-11.30: Visit of the Genetic Laboratory and meeting with “Pr Sofiani” in the Healthcare institute of Rabat, Morocco (See Picture 03)

11.30-12.00: Coffee Break

12.00-13.00: Lecture: The Diagnosis of Thalassaemia -Pr Amel EL Beshlawy (See picture 4&5)

13.00-14.00: Interactive Discussion

14.00-14.30: Lunch Break

14.30-15.30: Visit of the Pediatric Haematology and Oncology Center: Hospitalisation Departement.

15.30-16.00: Visit of the Daycare Departement of Thalassaemia and discussion with thalassaemia Patients (See Picture 6,7 &8)

17.00-20.00: Visit of the City Center of Rabat with “Pr M.Khattab”

20.00-23.00: Dinner in the Traditional Restaurant “Zyriab”
Picture 1: Visit of the Central Laboratory at The University Hospital IBN SINA - RABAT

Picture 2: Pr M.khatib –Pr A.EL Bashawy –Pr A.Djenouni-Dr Dahmani with the Doctors of the Central Laboratory University Hospital IBN SINA- Rabat
Picture -3 -: Visit of the Genetic Laboratory in the Healthcare Institute of Rabat, Morocco

Picture -4-: Lecture: “DIAGNOSIS OF THALASSAEMIA “. Pr A.EL Bashlawy
**Picture 5:** Interactive Discussion

**Picture 6:** Visit of Daycare Department of Thalassaemia at the Children’s Hospital of Rabat
**Picture 7:** Discussion with Thalassaemia Patients in the Daycare Departement of Thalassaemia at the Children’s Hospital of Rabat

**Picture 8:** Discussion with Mr M.Khattab On the Management of the Daycare Departement of Thalassaemia Patient.
TUESDAY 09 April 2019: // IRON OVERLOAD

09h30-10h30: Lecture: Iron Overload in TDT and NTDT and Iron Monitoring – Pr A.Beshlawy.

10h30-11h00: Interactive Discussion

11h00-11h30: Coffee Break

11h30-12h30: Lecture: Cardiac Complication in Thalassaemia – Pr A.Beshlawy (see Picture 9)

12h30-13h00: Interactive Discussion

13h00-14h00: Visit of the Regional Blood Bank of Rabat (See Picture 10 & 11)

14h00-15h00: Lunch Break

15h00-15h30: Lecture: Adherence to Iron Chelation treatment – Pr A.Beshlawy (Picture 12)

15h30-16h30: Interactive Discussion

Picture 9: Lecture: Cardiac Complication in Thalassaemia, Pr A.EL Bashlawy
*Picture 10:* Visit of the National and Regional Blood Bank of Rabat, Morocco.

*Picture 11:* Pr A. Djenouni, Dr H. Dahmani with Hajar and Younes (Moroccan Thalassaemia Patients) at The National and Regional Blood Bank of Rabat, Morocco.
Picture 12: Lecture: Adherence to Iron Chelation Therapy, Pr A. El Bashlawy.

Picture 13: End of the Second day of Preceptorship: Pr A. El Bashlawy, Pr A. Djenouni, Dr H. Dhamani & Pr M. Khattab with His team of Doctors in The Children’s Hospital Of Rbat
09.00-12.00: Medical Consultation of thalassaemia and Sickle cells patients in the Daycare hospital of thalassaemia patient (See Picture 14, 15 & 16)

13.00-14.00: Lunch Break

14.00-15.00: Interactive Discussion of Case Studies with PR M. Khattab and Dr Naouel EL Ansari: Doctor Haematologist responsible of treating the thalassaemia and Sickle Cells and other Haemoglobinopathies Patient in the Children’s Hospital of Rabt.

*Picture 14: Pr A. Djenouni and Dr H. Dahmani In the Consultation Room of Thalassaemia and Sickle Cells Patients.*
Picture 15: Dr N.EL Ansari with Pr A.Djenouni and Dr D.Dahmani In the Consultation Room of Thalassaemia ans Sickel CELLS Patients

Picture 16: Examination of Thalassaemia Patients by Pr Djenouni and Dr Dahmani
TUESDAY 11 APRIL 2019 // CENTER OF REFERENCE – TRAINING

09.00-12.00: Medical Consultation of Thalassemia and Sickle cells Patients in the Day Care Department of Thalassaemia Patients.

13.00-14.00: Lunch Break

14.00-15.00: Interactive Discussion of Cases Studies with Pr M. Khattab and Dr Naouel EL Ansari.

FRIDAY 12 APRIL 2019 // CENTER OF REFERENCE – TRAINING

09.00-12.00: Medical Consultation of Thalassaemia and Sickle cells Patients in the Daycare Department of Thalassaemia Patients.

13.00-14.00: Lunch Break

14.00-15.00: Interactive Discussion of Cases Studies with Pr M. Khattab and Dr Naouel EL Ansari

15.00-20.00: Visit of the Patrimonial and monumental Places of Rabat by Mrs Hayatt EL Moufaker (Medical assistante of Pr M. Khattab)
Conclusion

It was an exceptional experience which we acquired a lot from Pr A. El Bashlawy and her experience in the Thalassaemia Center in Care -Egypt;

and from Pr M. Khattab and his team which, we shared our experience and discussed several difficult clinical cases for a better management of thalassaemia.

Currently, we are better oriented and focused on how should be the Reference Center of Thalassaemia.

We hope more experience of exchange across countries like this Preceptorship in the future.

And we remain at your disposal for any collaboration.